Abstract: Shulem is mentioned once in the Book of Abraham. All we are told about him is his name and title. Using onomastics, the study of names, and the study of titles, we can find out more about Shulem than would at first appear. The form of Shulem’s name is attested only at two times: the time period of Abraham and the time period of the Joseph Smith papyri. (Shulem thus constitutes a Book of Abraham bullseye.) If Joseph Smith had gotten the name from his environment, the name would have been Shillem.

Buried in the facsimiles from the Book of Abraham is the statement that one of the figures represents “Shulem, one of the king’s principal waiters” (Book of Abraham, Facsimile 3, figure 5). There are a number of things we can say about this figure.

The first is the name Shulem. The name itself is widely attested in Semitic languages. The name is a hypocoristic form of the name meaning that it normally appears with a divine name attached but the divine name is omitted. The name first appears in Old Akkadian in the Sargonid Period (2334-2154 bc) with a hypocoristic form as Salimmu, and without a hypocorist form as Salim-a?u, Salim beli, and Salim Šanas. In Eblaite, the form of the name used is the hypocoristic Sulum. During the Ur III Period (2112-2004 bc), the forms Salim beli, Šalim-MI, and Šalim-illumII are attested. In the Old Assyrian Period (1900-1814 bc) the hypocoristic form is not found, but the forms Šalim-Adad, Šalim-a?um, Šalim-Šušur, Šalim beli, Šalim a?um, and Šalm-Aššur are. The name is not popular during the Old Babylonian period (1894-1595 bc), but it still occurs, appearing, for example, in its hypocoristic form as both Šalimu, and Sulmu, and in non-hypocoristic forms as Šalimu Anum, Šalim-Šasar, Šalim belu, Šalim-kaluma, Šalim-kinum, and Šalim pali-Šamaš. The name appears in Middle Babylonian texts (1595-1155 bc) in two forms: in the hypocoristic form, Sulmu, and with a divine name attached Sullim-Adad. Contemporarily [Page 384]at Ugarit, the name is attested both as a hypocoristic form Šlmy, and in non-hypocoristic form Šlmym.

In Neo-Assyrian times (1132-627 bc), the name still survived as Šullumu, but it also survived in alternate forms. The hypocoristic forms were Šullumā, Šulmi, Šulmu, and Sulmu for men, and Sulmitu for women. Neo-Assyrian non-hypocoristic forms include Sulmu-a?e, Sulmu-a?i, Sulmu-a?u a, Sulmu-Aia, Sulmu-Aššur, Sulmu-beli, Sulmu-beli-lamur, Sulmu-beli lâšme, Sulmu-birâti, Sulmu-ereš, Sulmu-ilani, Sulmu-ili, Sulmu-išqā, Sulmu-issar, Sulmu-lušeri, Sulmu-mat-Šušur, Sulmu-mat, Sulmu-Sin, and Sulmu-šarri for men, and Sulmu-abiša for women. In Neo-Babylonian times (625-539 bc), the name is attested both in hypocoristic forms, like Šullumu, and non-hypocoristic forms like Šimil-bet, Sulumat-a?i, Šullumaya, and Šulum-(ana)-Babili.

In Hebrew, the name is attested in a number of forms. There are two hypocoristic forms, Šilt?m (KJV: Shillem; LXX: Στιλήμ and Σελήμ), and Šelomî (KJV: Shelomi), and the non-hypocoristic forms Šelumî??l (KJV: Shelumiel), Šelemyâ (KJV: Shelemeia), and Šelemy?hû (KJV: Shelemeiah).

So the name is Semitic, though the form of the name varies across time and place. The form in the Book of Abraham is closest to the second millennium forms and the third century Alexandria form found in the Septuagint, matching the time periods of Abraham and the Joseph Smith Papyri, respectively.

Not only does the vocalization of Shulem match Abraham’s day, the social situation of that day is informative as well. Egyptian interest in the Levantine littoral had increased in the last few reigns of the Twelfth Egyptian Dynasty, mainly those of Sesostris III and Amenemhet III. This included military incursions as far north as Ullaza as well as military campaigns further south in the area that is now Israel. That empire seems to have disappeared by the end of the Twelfth Dynasty.

The Twelfth Dynasty was succeeded by the Thirteenth Dynasty in the Nile valley and the Fourteenth Dynasty in the Nile delta. The Fourteenth Dynasty was “a local dynasty of Asiatic origin in the north eastern Delta” who are notable for “kings with foreign, mostly West Semitic, names.” The names of the royal house and of the treasurers of the Fourteenth Dynasty are mainly of foreign origin, though there are a few Egyptian names among them. While some have argued that the Fourteenth Dynasty “ruled in the Delta contemporary with the Thirteenth Dynasty,” others argue that “some overlap between the [Page 385]14th and 13th Dynasties does seem probable,
but the evidence suggests that this occurred toward the end of Dynasty Thirteen rather than at its beginning.\(^n79\) The exact extent of Fourteenth Dynasty territory is in doubt “due to the scarcity of monuments, the complete lack of contemporary documents from this dynasty, and the fact that the Delta, archaeologically speaking, is extremely poorly documented as regards to this period (with the notable exception of Tell el-Dab’a).”\(^n80\) Four reasons have been suggested for this lack of documentation: (1) the lack of available stone in the Delta, (2) Canaanite tradition may have avoided making monuments, (3) deliberate destruction of monuments during the New Kingdom, (4) lack of excavation in the Delta, since only three of twenty-nine sites with Second Intermediate Period material have been excavated.\(^n81\) The Second Intermediate Period archaeological deposits both in Egypt and the Levant attest to the problematic nature” of dating archaeological deposits from the time period.\(^n82\)

Whether one dates the arrival of the Fourteenth Dynasty toward the beginning or the end of the Thirteenth Dynasty, there would have been a dynastic change during Abraham’s life, with rulers of a different dynasty in Egypt at the time of his visit than had been in charge during his attempted sacrifice.

Early in the Thirteenth Dynasty (in the reign of Sobekhotep III), we have an account of various servants in the vizier’s household who were transferred.\(^n83\) “The main item is a fragmentary list of ninety-five servants, of whom at least forty-five are of Asiatic origin.”\(^n84\) Many of the Asiatics have Northwest Semitic names,\(^n85\) but many of them have been given Egyptian names “ copied or built on the names of their masters,” in this case, the vizier Resseneb, or his father, the vizier Akhu.\(^n86\) Since “all eight of the Asiatic children and at least five of their elders have Egyptian names,”\(^n87\) one can conclude that “the Semitic names borne by most of the adults of our group suggest that they, at least, were relatively recent importations.”\(^n88\) Since those with Egyptian names were named after the owners, it suggests also that the owners, or someone in their families, may have given the names to the children.

Shulem’s title is “king’s principal waiter” which seems like a different translation of the title \textit{wdpw n “butler”}\(^n89\) or “cupbearer,”\(^n90\) or \textit{wb m “butler”}\(^n91\) There are a number of variations on the title from the Egyptian Middle Kingdom. These include \textit{wdpw n iry “butler and keeper of the crescent,”}\(^n92\) [Page 386]\textit{wdpw n ?t mw “butler of the water-pantry,”}\(^n93\) \textit{wdpw n ? ??m “butler of the catch-pantry,”}\(^n94\) \textit{wdpw n ? nq “butler of the beer-pantry,”}\(^n95\) \textit{wdpw n ? stpt “butler of the meat-pantry,”}\(^n96\) \textit{wdpw n ? t “butler of the bread-pantry,”}\(^n97\) \textit{wdpw n ? d “butler of the provisions-pantry,”}\(^n98\) \textit{wdpw n ? t “butler of the pantry,”}\(^n99\) \textit{wdpw n pr “butler of the treasury,”}\(^n100\) \textit{wdpw n pr “butler of the estate,”}\(^n101\) \textit{wdpw n ?t “butler of the tomb,”}\(^n102\) \textit{wdpw n “butler of the ruler,”}\(^n103\) \textit{wdpw n “butler of the royal seal-bearer,”}\(^n104\) and \textit{wdpw kf-r “trustworthy butler.”}\(^n105\) The range of titles show that the butler primarily dealt with foodstuffs.

Of these titles, the closest to “king’s principal waiter” is \textit{wdpw n “butler of the ruler.”} This title is attested once, on a Twelfth Dynasty stele from Abydos in the Musée de Marseille dating to late in the reign of Amenemhet III;\(^n106\) the title is borne by a man named Pepy, who seems to be the son of Senuseretseneb-Sobekhotep.\(^n107\) It is important to recognize that the butler of the ruler did not own the stele, his father who was a \textit{tmw ?ry-n “imy-r “sealer and assistant to the overseer of the treasury,”} did. Generally, owners of stele are only very high government officials; a high government official might be able to afford a stele, but a butler might not. During the time when Abraham visited Egypt, probably the Fourteenth Dynasty, personal monuments are even rarer.\(^n108\) Therefore we should neither expect the title or those who held it to appear much in the archaeological or historical record. It also indicates that the title is not a very high ranking one.

Another possibility is the \textit{wdpw n “the cupbearer of the outer palace.”} The outer palace \textit{(?nty)} was “the sector for state affairs, in opposition to the private quarters of the palace.”\(^n109\) The cupbearers of the outer palace served as “intermediaries” who supplied the palace.\(^n110\) Conceptually, the palace consisted of “the main palace building(s), divided into two principal sections, the official quarters at the front (?nty) and private quarters at the back. Around these would stand the storerooms and general servicing quarters (\textit{sn}?).”\(^n111\)

In a ritual context, the most likely candidate is the \textit{wdpw iry “butler and keeper of the moon,”}\(^n112\) or “cupbearer,
Keep of the crescent117 because he was “the cupbearer of the king in the context of sacred ceremonies.”118 The title seems to be used “as a designation for the cupbearer who had to bring food to the king himself.”119 This title “first appears in the reign of Amenemhat III.”120 One of the holders of the title [Page 387] claims that he was “one truly known to the king, his beloved, pure of arm in the sight (?) of Horus, when he offers the vital sustenance of the king, overseer of stores.”121

One of the duties of the wdwp “butler” or “cupbearer” was to convey orders for goods from the palace to the scribes in the outer court who would write it down to be delivered to those who would provide the supplies.122 The cupbearer would also “have brought the food from the preparation room to the place of eating.”123 In later times, the butler or cupbearer was an attendant on royal family members along with bodyguards.124

Another possibility is that the term “waiter” represents the Egyptian title wb?, since “the wb? ‘foodbearer’ seems to have represented the same function [as the wdwp ‘cupbearer’], perhaps lower status or less formal expression.”125 The title wb? is also translated “butler.”126 Besides the generic term, there existed more specific titles, including wb? n it-n?r “butler of the god’s father,”127 wb? n ?t ?nqt “butler of the beer-pantry,”128 and wb? n šn?w “butler of a storehouse.”129

The precise form of the title, wb? or wdwp or variants, is not determinable at this point. There are a number of possibilities which give a general indication of position and function of the principal waiter.

So from Shulem’s name and title and we can surmise the following: From the form of his name, we know that Shulem lived during the late Middle Kingdom or the Second Intermediate Period. Shulem was not a native Egyptian. He was probably a first generation immigrant. He served in the court of a Fourteenth Dynasty ruler, who was probably not a native Egyptian either. If we had the entire translation of the Book of Abraham, we might be able to see how Shulem might have fit into the story or know more about him.
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